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Section A – Translation  

Question 1 

The task was testing the ability of candidates of translating an English text into 

Arabic. The theme is about how to keep the environment clean and people and 

animals safe. 

Generally, candidates performed well and many were above the average level, 

except for those who lacked the ability to connect long sentences and also for 

those who implied word by word translation so, they ended up with equivocal 

meanings. 

 

 

 

Examiner comment 

This is a good translation example, with a close to full accurate translation, 

showing confidence and broad vocabulary.  

 

 



 

 

Examiner Tip  

Wider reading to broaden vocabulary will help candidates to express themselves 

and improve accuracy. Keep an eye on the meaning of the sentences and words 

without losing the grips on the text as a whole. 

 

Section B – Creative/ discursive essay 

Question 2 (a) 

Candidates were required to write a short story in which the main character had 

emigrated to another country for work or studies and after achieving his goal, he 

became undecided and unsure about what it would be better for him whether to 

remain in the host country or go back to his homeland. Some candidates had to 

list events and write like a diary without making any use of creative writing 

devices approached this task like they were writing an article or a letter. Few had 

excelled and knew how to use the figurative languages and attractive events, 

even with dialogues and characters interactions.  

Candidates are expected to show the ability to express ideas with a logical 

sequence and comprehensible to a native speaker (OA1). 

Moreover, they must show the ability of using vocabulary and grammatical 

structures effectively and appropriately (AO2).  It is a creative writing in the form 

of a short story. This writing has to include the story features like Emotive 

language, dialogue, twist and has to capture the reader’s attention, etc.  



 

Examiner comments  

Although we cannot see good description and emotive phrases and words, we 

can find dialogues and good interaction between the two characters and the 

candidate succeeded to convey the mood in the story. 

Examiner tips 

Candidates are advised to use their imagination when they tackle this question 

and they should use the figurative devices more often. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 2 (b) 

An equally popular question to part (a). Overall achievement went well, 

candidates drew on experiences they heard and they read, they had lots of 

information they could tell but when they came to their opinions some of them 

could not write more than few sentences, on the other hand there were others 

could elaborate successfully. About 70% got half the mark and above and only 

one had a full mark. 

 

 
 

Examiner comments 

This is an individual opinion based on what candidate considered as facts. It was 

well structured and justified. 

 

Examiner tips 

Candidates are advised to include their justified opinions and these should be 

substantiated by the facts they provide in their essays. 

 

 



Section C – research-based essay 

Candidates were asked to respond to one of 12 questions on a range of different 

themes within films, novels, arts articles and poems. 

Question 3 (a) 

Only one candidate chose to answer this question, and unfortunately, he gave 

some generic information and did not write anything specific to “El-kindly”. 

 

 

 

Examiner comments 

Here, the response does not show any factual information about “el kindy” 

Examiner tips 

Candidates should have good information about the Arab scientists, especially 

those are eminent like “Ibn sina”, el faraby” and el- lkindy”. 

 



Therefore, centers are urged to refer their students to Arabic scientist 

Encyclopaedias and ask them to do some researches so, they can consider this 

question as one of their options and do no miss such important topic about very 

famous universal Arab scholars. 

Question 3 (b) 

Almost none of the candidates had chosen this question and those who did, 

they unfortunately provided irrelevant information and wrote about nowadays 

singers and composers, this showed either a misunderstanding of the question 

or candidate preparation was limited and not adequate. 

 

Examiner comments 

Candidate wrote about a composer, not about an Arab scientist who prevailed in 

music, moreover, candidate was so proud that he has a family relationship with 

that composer.  

 



Examiner tips 

Candidate should be aware of the eras they write about and must choose a 

question which they can bring up even very little relevant information better 

than spending time on writing about something which is totally irrelevant. 

 

Question 4 (a) 

Candidates found it difficult to describe the art-craft in terms of shape, colour 

and miniatures, this was reflected on the number of candidates who answered 

this question .however, these minority succeeded to elaborate on the use of 

those items and ending up with their substantiated opinions, Therefore they 

were awarded fairly good marks. 

 

 

 

 



Examiner comments 

This paragraph shows the witty manner of dealing of a topic which candidate 

has no much information about, instead he propagated his view and presented 

the beneficial use of that art-craft. 

Examiner tips 

To avoid these situations and have readability to answer those questions, 

candidates must refer to the specification‘s topics and themes and go into 

details when studying them so, this will benefit him/her in the examination.    

Question 4 (b) 

This question needed more attention, as candidates who had not study this 

topic could not engage with this question and they had low marks. Nevertheless, 

one of these responses was very good. 

 

Examiner tips 

Candidates are encouraged to emphasise their opinions and comments 

throughout the essays and not leaving them to the end. This will help candidates 



to write logically and coherently during the exams and eventually coming up 

with considerable depth in their answers. 

Question 5 (a) 

A considerable number of responses lost track of the second and the third part 

of the question went on every detail in the film until the task turned into story 

telling instead of analysing themes and shedding light on attitude and behaviour 

of some characters. Fortunately, there are some responses established a critical 

sense and logical sequence of thoughts. 

 

Examiner comments 

A good attempt of analysing and contrasting withi adequate coherence, the 

language was fit for the purpose and response divulged confidence and total 

engagement with the question. 

Examiner tips 

Candidates needed to be supported and encouraged to think and write critically. 



Question 5 (b) 

This question was an opportunity for candidates to write on different matters in 

the film so, they could extend their writing and include their opinions 

throughout. So many candidates ignored the effect of the friend on the ex-

prince as it was not part of the question and if this was not the case, we could 

have seen an overall higher performance.    

 

 

Examiner comments 

This response mentioned the friend‘s influence but with no sufficient details and 

elaboration. 

Examiner tips 

Candidates are urged not to tangibly reveal or raise a point, in contrary, they 

need to give enough explanation and evidence to support their points and they 

must show a deep thinking.  

 



Question 6 (a) 

Candidates seemed to have difficulties to analyse and justify their opinions in 

this question, instead they chose to narrate the story of the film and fetch the 

main scenes to talk about without focusing on the question demands, and this 

reflected the moderate marks and the average performance percentage. On the 

other hand, there were candidates who strongly demonstrated their critical 

writing quality. About 60% got half the mark and above and only one had a full 

mark. 

 

 

Examiner comments 

This is an excellent response; candidate had prevailed and went far with their 

analysis. They showed an Excellency in analysing themes and he gave us a clear 

view.  

 



Examiner tips 

Candidates should be encouraged to deepen their analytic writing and give their 

opinions, these opinions will be highly considered and accepted as long as 

justified by scenes or quotations from the film and answering the question. 

Question 6 (b) 

Candidates had tackled two films, one of them was in the curriculum of this unit 

the second was not. Those who chose the second film, had wisely turned their 

answer into an interest one and knew how to connect to the demands of the 

question. They showed that in spite Wajda as a child, her behaviour had 

reflected the relationship of her parents and her attitude as a young woman. 

 

Examiner comments 

A very strong opinion drawn on the film scenes. 

 



Question 8 (b) 

Despite the small number of entries, the performance was so well and 

candidates found their ways to criticise the unjust and unfair treatment of the 

outsiders in the writer’s country, they were able to deepen their critical views 

which initially emerged from human values. 99% of candidates have been 

awarded half marks and above. 

 

 

Examiner comments 

Very good opinion substantiated by the ideas propagated in the essay, well self-

discussion albeit the struggle with the language use. 

 

Examiner tips 

Candidates are persuaded to build their views on what they wrote and not what 

they already knew or heard; the above example is a good model to follow. 

 



 

Grade Boundaries  

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on 

this link: 

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx 
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